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The Finishing Touch
You have a custom suit, but can’t find that perfect pair of shoes to match. Or 

maybe you had a perfect pair for sometime, but can’t seem to find them again. 

Tailor Cooperative now offers a wide selection of custom dress shoe and 

custom casual shoe options.

TYPES OF SHOES

BELGIUM SNEAKERS HIGH TOPS HIKER STYLE BOOTS CHELSEA BOOTS CHELSEA BROGUES

CHUKKAS DERBY SHOES SINGLE MONK STRAP DOUBLE MONK STRAP SUEDE DINNER LOAFERS

LOAFERS OXFORDS MILITARY BROGUES FULL BROGUES

IT’S ALL IN THE DETAILS.

We use only the most supple leather, sourced from XX. All fabric accents are 

100% cotton. Our eyelets are XX and are hand pressed in the factory. And we 

are proud to offer high-end nylon laces, each pair of shoes coming with a 

replacement set in the unlikely circumstance that your first pair should break. 

All of our shoe seams are welted, to ensure quality that will last a lifetime. 

We have over XX colors of leather, XX colors of suede, and XX styles of 

cotton/fabrics to choose from when making all of your custom shoe selections. 

Once you have made a shoe selection, you also have the chance to choose 

details such as toe style, sole style, and heel details. Toe and top shoe styles 

include plain toe, cap toe, tassels, penny loafer band, top buckle, and brogue 

just to name a few of our many options. 

We offer a wide range of soles, depending on the type of shoe you may select. 

These include: full rubber, leather with rubber non-slip finish, multi-color 

rubber, crepe sole, and EVA (rubber).

SCHEDULE A FITTING

STEP 1

Very similar to a custom suit or 

shirt fitting, Tailor Cooperative 

brings you into our shop for a 

one-on-one consultation with one 

of our stylists. We’ll measure your 

feet to ensure the best fit possible.

STEP 2

Once we have measurements, we 

will guide you through the leather 

and detail selection process, to 

ensure you are getting exactly the 

shoe you want.

STEP 3

Production typically takes ~6 weeks, 

during which time we will keep you 

up to date on your orders progress.

STEP 4

Once arrived, we will call you in for 

a second fitting to ensure your 

shoes are comfortable and ready to 

make their way to your closet. 

PROCESS

SCHEDULE A FITTING


